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HP StoreOnce with StoreOnce Catalyst software is  
the most comprehensive disk based data protection  
solution in the industry.

Today's new, unpredictable virtual and cloud 
workloads, together with the explosive growth 
of human information, requires enterprise data 
centers to deploy innovative technology to 
meet this growing trend head on. 

For your enterprise to be able to sustain 
this growth rate—and store it properly—a 
new generation of data protection and 
deduplication technology is required.

You can address this growing problem with 
HP StoreOnce with StoreOnce Catalyst 
software, the most comprehensive data 
protection solution in the industry.

And with the help of the HP StoreOnce Catalyst 
Solution Service, you can configure the best 
possible performance for your HP StoreOnce 
Catalyst environments. 

Service overview

Choose from three levels of service based on 
the complexity of your environment and the 
level of service desired: 

Level 1—Your HP service professional sets 
up HP StoreOnce Catalyst software for one 

device, including the integration of the current 
supported production backup applications 
and shows you how to set up the Catalyst 
software. HP service professionals provide 
an overview of the HP StoreOnce Catalyst 
features and prepare you to architect, design,  
and deploy into the production environment.

Level 2—Level 2 service includes all 
Level 1 services plus takes you through the 
HP StoreOnce Catalyst Architecture Workshop.
We work together with you to deploy a 
limited or partial part of the design into your 
production environment for up to four devices 
and with up to three remote locations.

Level 3—Level 3 includes all Level 2 services 
and the workshop, plus a custom statement 
of work (SOW) based on the HP StoreOnce 
Catalyst Architecture Workshop where 
we work with you to deploy the custom 
design or redesign of your production 
backup environment.
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The HP Storage Services portfolio is designed 
to speed service delivery, build for growth,  
and keep technology running.

Service benefits

Count on the HP StoreOnce Catalyst Service to:

• Deliver the right level of optimal performance 
for your HP StoreOnce Catalyst environments

• Speed up configuration to reduce  
project execution time and risk to the  
storage environment

• Rely on HP service professionals for an 
expert configuration, while your IT staff  
stays focused on core tasks and priorities

The path to converged storage simplified 
Converged storage eliminates the boundaries 
that exist within outdated, siloed data center 
environments by combining management 
orchestration across servers, networks, and 
storage with scale-out, federated software 
and standardized hardware platforms that 
leverage proven HP technology.

That’s the HP Converged Storage definition. 
But it’s really all about what converged  
storage can do for your business—helping  
you successfully transition from traditional  
IT environments to new models that allow you 
to focus less on current system operation and 
maintenance and more on forward-thinking 
business innovation.

Keep moving ahead

We can help you transform traditional 
infrastructure, protect and optimize data, 
and accelerate the benefits of service-centric 
IT with a portfolio designed and delivered 
by the world’s experts in converged 
storage architecture.

Trust our HP Storage Services professionals to 
use our strategic and technical know-how to 
make technology work for you. We collaborate 
with your team to transform storage and data 
management. From strategy and alignment, to 
design through implementation and support, 
we understand the needs of your data center.

Our knowledge—coupled with our approach, 
people, expertise, and processes—can  
help you deliver business value from IT.  
As technology continues to expand your 
business with new opportunities, we respond 
to capitalize on it for you so your business can 
solve your most pressing challenges—and 
always be ready for what’s next.

Learn more at 
hp.com/services/storage
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Customize your IT lifecycle management, from 
acquisition of new IT, management of existing 
assets, and removal of unneeded equipment. 
hp.com/go/hpfinancialservices
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